Speciation Book Club

This semester we will be discussing the book “Ecological Speciation” by P. Nosil (2012)

This book reviews empirical and theoretical studies on speciation in the beginning of the genomic era, with a focus on non-model organisms. The aim of this seminar is to revisit these topics in the light of current genomic data. Each week we will be discussing a chapter, lead by each participant. Everyone is encouraged to bring current papers related to the topic into the discussion.

This is an advance discussion targeting Master students preparing or doing their thesis in Evolution, PhD students and postdocs. We hope to create an opened environment where people with different interests on evolutionary biology can discuss their own ideas about speciation.

when: every Wednesday, at 4pm (starting on the 24th of April with Chapter 1)
where: The room is to be defined.

for questions, email pereira@bio.lmu.de or merrill@bio.lmu.de
register through LSF or email us.